
ACRYFORMs

www.acryform.com.au

Slumped Acrylic Sheet  |  High class finish



Acryform

Privacy Screen - Ocean texture

Shower - Lowtide texture

Acryforms is a high class 

decorative slumped acrylic sheet 

designed for use in interior or 

exterior, commercial or residential 

fit outs.  It is difficult for the 

practiced eye to differentiate 

between slumped glass and 

Acryforms.  This makes Acryforms 

the choice above similar glass 

products due to its ease of 

handling, price and delivery time.

Typical Installations

Kitchen splashbacks, benchtops 

and feature panels.

Bathroom splashbacks, privacy 

screens, vanity tops and shelving.

Interior and exterior decorative 

features.

Interior and exterior balustrading 

and pool fencing.

All aspects of office and retail fit-

outs.

Ceiling lighting effects and diffusers.



Dreamtime, wave and lowtide are specifically designed for applications 

such as splashbacks  that reqire a flat profile.

We offer custom designed textures created on request.  Non standard 

textures require an extended manufacturing period for pattern 

production.

Blow

Rough

Dreamtime

Sandstone

Ocean

Stormy

Lowtide
Acryforms is available in the the ten shown patterns.



Custom Graphics 
Signage

Custom logo (Backsprayed) - Ocean texture

Special order three dimensional 

embossed graphics can 

be incorporated during the 

manufacture of Acryforms.  

Company logos, lettering, murals 

and many other creations from 

the designer’s imagination can 

be embossed for stunning eye-

catching results. 

The stability of Acryforms allows 

the application of acrylic lacquer, 

enamel, sandblasting (sprayed 

effect) and vinyl for lettering and 

graphics.  

With the optical quality of glass, 

Acryforms illuminates magnificently.

Custom logo (Backsprayed) - Dreamtime texture



Water Feature - Dreamtine Texture 

Balustrating - Marine Tint 

Food Stand in Acryform 



Acryforms is available in thicknesses 

of 10mm,  6mm,  and 4.5mm.

The standard sheet size is:  2800mm x 

1800mm (9’2” x 6’).

Acryforms is easily fabricated 

to create complex forms and 

enclosures.

Acryforms is most popular in the

“marine tint” which gives its intrinsic

glass look. This lightweight material 

can be cut to any shape, drilled, 

cold radius, fabricated, thermal 

curved, line bent (heat folded), and 

handled with ease, 

both at the factory and on site.  

    Other coloured tints and

      solid colours are available

     upon request.

The sheet is designed specifically for 

the partitioning / balustrade market 

as a better alternative to glass..

Pool Fence- Sandstone texture

Cold formed feature - Rough texture



Fixings 

Stainless steel standoffs, balustrade brackets and wire rope systems are available giving you a 

floated or suspended look to suit your Acryforms.

Splashback - Backsprayed Dreamtime texture

Architectural standoffAssorted fixing options
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